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The HL-LHC challenge

Factor ~5 increase in instantaneous luminosity ⟹ 

• high hit rate;


• high level of event superposition (pileup)


Factor ~10 increase in integrated luminosity ⟹

• high radiation dose
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Vertex reconstruction vs. pileup
In CMS, pileup mitigation by Particle Flow technique

• jets built from all reconstructed tracks in identified vertices


• statistical-based correction of neutral contribution


Expected pileup at HL-LHC up to μ ~180-200 (vertices/
bunch crossing)

• current level: μ ~50


Optimal Δz window for efficient vertex identification: ~1 mm

At HL-LHC, vertex density 0.3 mm–1 ➝ 1.2 - 1.9 mm–1

• improved resolution of upgraded inner tracker cannot 

compensate highest expected levels of pileup


• inefficiency for isolated objects


• worse resolution for jets and missing pT
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Figure 1.1: (left) Distribution of the vertices along the beam direction at the LHC (Run-1 and
early Run-2) with ⇡30 pileup interactions and HL-LHC with 140 and 200 pileup interactions.
The solid (dashed) line refers to the start (end) of the fill. Adjustments in the focusing of the
beam cause the z distributions to become narrower at the end of the fill. (right) Probability
density functions of the line density along the beam axis for the pileup of about 30 and for
pileup 140 and 200. The modes of the three distributions are 0.3, 1.2, and 1.9 mm�1 and their
means are 0.2, 0.9, and 1.4 mm�1, respectively.

a track with the primary vertex relies on a requirement on the distance of closest approach to
the vertex along the beam axis. Because tracks from displaced sources — such as secondary in-
teractions, decays of particles in flight, and resolution tails — cannot always be fully identified,
the optimal selection window has to be set wider than what would be expected by the intrinsic
tracking resolution alone. According to simulation, the optimal window is of the order of 1 mm,
causing a non-negligible contamination of tracks from pileup into the primary vertex for ver-
tex densities approaching 1 mm�1. The resulting degradation in resolutions, efficiencies, and
misidentification rates at 200 pileup interactions impacts several measurements [3, 12]. While
measurements relying on isolated objects will suffer mainly from an efficiency reduction when
tracks from pileup are incorrectly included in their isolation cones, measurements depending
on the resolution of global objects such as missing transverse energy (pmiss

T ) or on extended
objects such as jets may be distorted and this could result in poorer resolution or higher back-
grounds.

The timing upgrade of the CMS detector will improve the particle-flow performance at high
pileup to a level comparable to the current Phase-1 CMS detector, which is designed to han-
dle a pileup of approximately 50, exploiting the additional timing information from the MTD
and the calorimeters. In the time domain, the RMS spread of 180–200 ps within the 25 ns
bunch crossing structure of the colliding beams, is approximately constant during the fill and
largely uncorrelated with the spatial distribution. If one considers the beam spot sliced into
consecutive time exposures of 30–40 ps, the number of vertices per exposure drops to current
Run-2 LHC pileup levels of 40–60. A time resolution of this size would therefore reduce the
‘effective multiplicity’ of concurrent collisions, thereby recovering the Phase-1 quality of event
reconstruction.

The event display in Fig. 1.2 visually demonstrates the power of space-time reconstruction
in 200 pileup collisions, using a time-aware 4-dimensional extension of the deterministic an-
nealing technique adopted in vertex reconstruction by CMS [13]. According to simulation,
instances of vertex merging are reduced from 15% in space to 1% in space-time. The use of
timing information for each track, together with its z position extrapolated to the beam line,

μ = 200
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Resolving vertices in time
Proton bunch structure 
⟹ RMS time spread of vertices ~180-200 ps, 
~uncorrelated with spatial distribution

If vertex time resolved at 30-40 ps level 
⟹ residual pileup back at μ = 40-60


Simulations show significant reduction in pileup 
contribution to primary vertex when time information 
is added
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Figure 1.2: Simulated and reconstructed vertices in a bunch crossing with 200 pileup inter-
actions assuming a MIP timing detector with ⇠30 ps time resolution covering the barrel and
endcaps. The horizontal axis is the z position along the beam line, where the “0” is the center
of the IR. The vertical axis is the time with “0” being the point in time when the beams com-
pletely overlap in z. The simulated vertices are the red dots. The vertical yellow lines indicate
3D-reconstructed (i.e. no use of timing information) vertices, with instances of vertex merging
visible throughout the display. The black crosses and the blue open circles represent tracks
and vertices reconstructed using a method that includes the time information and is therefore
referred to as “4D”. Many of the vertices that appear to be merged in the spatial dimension are
clearly separated when time information is available.

reduces the number of tracks from pileup vertices that are incorrectly associated with the hard-
interaction vertex. This reduction is quantified in Fig. 1.3. The left plot shows the mean number
of tracks incorrectly associated to the primary vertex as a function of the line density of the col-
lision vertices. For a line density of 1.9 collisions per mm, which is the peak density for the
case of 200 pileup collisions, the mean number of incorrectly associated tracks reaches over 20
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Figure 1.3: (left) Number of pileup tracks incorrectly associated with the hard interaction ver-
tex as a function of the collision line density for different time resolutions. (right) Distribution
of the number of incorrectly associated tracks with the use of a 3 s (where s = 35 ps) selection
on timing information and without use of timing information. The vertical axis is the frac-
tion of primary vertices which have the number of pileup tracks shown on the horizontal axis
associated to them.
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A MIP Timing Detector for CMS

MTD concept: thin timing layer 
outside tracking volume

• Barrel (BTL): scintillating crystals (LYSO) 

+ SiPM readout


• Endcaps (ETL): silicon detectors 
with gain layer (LGAD)


Required time resolution: 30-40 ps 
initially, degrading with radiation 
damage to 50-60 ps

Technical Design Report recently 
approved


A vertex detector (in time domain) at 3 m from the interaction point!

5

1.3. Considerations and requirements for the design of the MTD 9

Figure 1.6: A schematic view of the GEANT geometry of the timing layers implemented in
CMSSW [20] for simulation studies comprising a barrel layer (grey cylinder), at the interface
between the tracker and the ECAL, and two silicon endcap (orange and light violet discs) tim-
ing layers in front of the endcap calorimeter.

than the STAR-TOF and about 40% worse than the improved ALICE-TOF performance [19] out
to |y| < 0.9, where their coverage ends. More importantly, the wide acceptance of the MTD
provides CMS a unique PID coverage out to high rapidity.

Table 1.2: Summary of key parameters of the time-of-flight system for different experiments.

Experiment r sT r/sT (⇥100)
(m) (ps) (m ⇥ ps�1)

STAR-TOF 2.2 80 2.75
ALICE-TOF 3.7 56 6.6
CMS-MTD 1.16 30 3.87

1.3 Considerations and requirements for the design of the MTD
The design of the MTD is driven by scientific requirements which follow from the physics goals
of the HL-LHC program and engineering requirements and constraints. It must conform to the
requirements imposed on all detectors inside CMS, such as tolerance to magnetic fields and
robust mechanical design that can survive for the full duration of the HL-LHC program. The
need to fit within the existing CMS detector and conform to the HL-LHC upgrade schedule
puts many additional constraints on the MTD. These key requirements and constraints and
some conclusions that emerge from them are presented in this section.

CMS-TDR-020

https://cds.cern.ch/record/2667167?ln=en
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Impact on reconstruction
Several areas benefit from improved reconstruction efficiency 
and pT resolution:

• b tagging;


• pTmiss resolution;


• multi-lepton signatures


Overall, performance comparable to Phase-1 CMS detector 
at current LHC conditions


Enhanced capabilities:

• charged particle ID (time of flight) up to pT ~ few GeV;


• timing of secondary vertices ⟹ β of long lived particles
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Figure 1.4: (left) Impact on signal efficiency for HH ! bbgg for no-timing, barrel only tim-
ing, and barrel plus endcap timing scenarios. The quantity yHH is the rapidity of the di-Higgs
system. (right) Mass peak of a 700 GeV neutralino, c0

1, with three different lifetimes recon-
structed from the kinematic closure of the secondary vertex using time information with 30 ps
resolution.
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Figure 1.5: Expected performance for charged particle identification in pT and rapidity in an
early run of the HL-LHC with the proposed MTD, with a time resolution of about 30 ps, which
is achievable since there will not yet be significant radiation damage. Different colors of the
shaded regions correspond to 1, 2 and 3 s separations. (left) The p/K separation vs pT and
rapidity y under the pion hypothesis. (right) The K/p separation vs pT and rapidity y under the
proton hypothesis. Shown also are contours in pseudo-rapidity, |h|. The label BTL in these plots
indicates the barrel timing detector and the label ETL indicates the endcap timing detectors.

The performance of particle identification for the proposed MTD is compared to that of the
TOF systems in the STAR [17] and ALICE [18] experiments at midrapidity (|y| < 0.9–1.0).
Table 1.2 summarizes key parameters of the TOF system in each experiment for the radius,
r, of the cylindrical barrel region, which is directly related to the particle flight distance, L;
the time resolution (sT); and the ratio of r to sT, which characterizes the TOF PID capability.
Although the CMS-MTD has the shortest flight distance, constrained by the available space in
CMS, with the design time resolution of 30 ps, the PID performance is expected to be 40% better
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early run of the HL-LHC with the proposed MTD, with a time resolution of about 30 ps, which
is achievable since there will not yet be significant radiation damage. Different colors of the
shaded regions correspond to 1, 2 and 3 s separations. (left) The p/K separation vs pT and
rapidity y under the pion hypothesis. (right) The K/p separation vs pT and rapidity y under the
proton hypothesis. Shown also are contours in pseudo-rapidity, |h|. The label BTL in these plots
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The performance of particle identification for the proposed MTD is compared to that of the
TOF systems in the STAR [17] and ALICE [18] experiments at midrapidity (|y| < 0.9–1.0).
Table 1.2 summarizes key parameters of the TOF system in each experiment for the radius,
r, of the cylindrical barrel region, which is directly related to the particle flight distance, L;
the time resolution (sT); and the ratio of r to sT, which characterizes the TOF PID capability.
Although the CMS-MTD has the shortest flight distance, constrained by the available space in
CMS, with the design time resolution of 30 ps, the PID performance is expected to be 40% better
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The Endcap Timing Layer1.4. Overview of the MIP Timing Detector design 19

Figure 1.9: Cross-sectional view of the endcap timing layer (ETL) along the beam axis. The
interaction point is to the left of the image. Shown are two ETL disks populated with modules
on both faces, along with the support structure. The grey sections are the active areas of the
modules with LGAD sensors. Each orange bar represents a service hybrid. The neutron mod-
erator, labelled 9, whose purpose is to shield the Tracker from back-scattered particles from the
CE, and thermal screen of the CE, labelled 12, follow the ETL. The independent thermal screen
of the ETL, labelled 1, is on the left.

shown as orange bars, which read out the signals from the front end ASICs and bring low
voltage power for the ASICs and bias voltage for the LGADs. The LGADs on one face of a
disk line up with the service hybrids of the other face so that the whole disk is covered with
active elements. Figure 1.10 shows schematically the data path from the sensors, through the
ETROCs and service hybrid to the backend electronics in the CMS USC.

1.4.3 The clock distribution system

A stable, low-jitter clock distribution network at the sampling clock frequency and synchro-
nized to the LHC bunch-crossings is required to retain the resolution of the timing detectors. A
comprehensive R&D effort is ongoing to achieve an rms jitter of 10–15 ps, including short-term
and long-term detector-wide (link-to-link) stability.

In tests using a simplified distribution tree, the current Versatile Link (VL) framework with
GBTx and VTRx has shown that it is capable of providing a sub-10 ps jitter LHC clock to end-
points. However, a more complete clock distribution network, with many more boards per
crate and multiple crates, sending signals over a much wider area may deliver a less stable clock

Two disks of LGAD sensors per side

• two measurements needed for target 

time resolution


• double-sided sensor layers for large 
geometrical acceptance (85%/disk)


Coverage: 315 < r < 1200 mm ⟹ 1.6 < |η| < 3.0

• 7.9 m2 total sensor area per side

For ℒint = 3000 fb–1, expected fluence ranges 
from 1.5 × 1014 neq/cm2 to 1.6 × 1015 neq/cm2 at 
high |η|

Designed to be removable in case of needed 
maintenance/repairs during technical stops

7
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Silicon sensors
Ultra-Fast Silicon Detectors (UFSD): planar silicon sensors 
based on Low-Gain Avalanche Detector (LGAD) technology

• charge multiplication for E ≳ 300 kV/cm


• gain layer through p-type implant


• signal gain: ~10-30


• Junction Termination Extension (JTE) to avoid breakdown


• vendors: CNM, FBK, HBK


Sensor requirements:

• small pad capacitance ⟹ pad size ~few mm2;


• large production yield ⟹ limited size sensors


size: 21.2 × 42 mm2

pads: 1.3 × 1.3 mm2 (16 × 32 array)

8
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3.2 Silicon sensors
3.2.1 Design and specifications

The design for a hermetic precision MIP timing detector in the CMS endcap region requires a
uniform and efficient device capable of operating with sufficient radiation resistance to main-
tain performance throughout the lifetime of the HL-LHC. To meet these needs the ETL will
be instrumented with Ultra-Fast Silicon Detectors (UFSDs), planar silicon devices based on
the Low-Gain Avalanche Detector (LGAD) technology [27, 28]. UFSDs incorporate a low,
controlled gain in the signal formation mechanism, as shown in Fig. 3.5. Charge multiplica-
tion happens when the charge carriers are in electric fields above E ⇡ 300 kV/cm, when the
electrons (and to a lesser extent the holes) acquire sufficient kinetic energy to generate addi-
tional e/h pairs. The field value can be obtained by implanting an appropriate doping density
(ND ⇡ 1016/cm3) that locally generates very high fields when depleted. The gain has an ex-
ponential dependence on the electric field N(l) = Noea(E)l , where a(E) is strongly dependent
on the electric field and l is the path length inside the high-field region. The gain layer is re-
alized through the addition of a p-type implant and, to avoid breakdown, its lateral spread
is controlled by deep n-doped implants, called Junction Termination Extension (JTE). Typical
gain values are in the 10–30 range, which is modest compared to gains of thousands or more
in APDs or SiPMs. Three vendors have successfully produced optimized UFSDs, which have
been tested by CMS and are being considered for providing the ETL sensors: Centro Nacional
de Microelectronica (CNM), Barcelona [27, 66, 67], Fondazione Bruno Kessler (FBK) [68, 69],
and Hamamatsu Photonics (HPK) [70, 71].

Achieving good time performance at low gain requires pixels (also called pads) with a size
less than a few mm2, to limit the sensor capacitance, implying that a large number of pixels is
required to cover the 7.9 m2 of each ETL endcap. The design studied in the 2017 CMS MTD
Technical Proposal (TP) used very large sensors, 5 ⇥ 10 cm2, with 3 ⇥ 1 mm2 pixels. Our
R&D and design optimization studies have led to an updated design that now features smaller
sensors, 21.2 ⇥ 42 mm2 with square pixels of 1.3 ⇥ 1.3 mm2. We have prepared a wafer layout
for these sensor sizes, as shown in Fig. 3.6, and are pursuing updated quotes with vendors. The
adoption of smaller sensors and pixels relative to the TP design has two important cost saving
advantages: the smaller sensor size makes more efficient use of the 6-inch silicon wafers, and
smaller sensors have a higher yield. An important advantage of the new sensor design is that
the pixel capacitance is halved, improving the timing performance of the ASIC.

An extensive R&D program is being executed in order to optimize sensor manufacturing de-
tails for the needs of the ETL. This includes examination of different doping schemes to maxi-
mize radiation resistance, studies aimed at improving inter-pixel gaps and reducing dead area,
and tests of sensor uniformity and performance towards the ultimate vendor selection.

Figure 3.5: Cross-sectional diagrams comparing a standard silicon detector and a UFSD with
an additional p implant providing the larger electric field needed for charge multiplication.

108 Chapter 3. The Endcap Timing Layer

Figure 3.6: Layout of the ETL sensors on a 6-inch wafer, with the pixels shown. We are also
investigating with vendors the feasibility of a layout with a more aggressive approach of using
a 6 mm stay-clear region around the edge of the 75 mm wafer, instead of the 7 mm stay-clear
scenario shown here.

3.2.2 Radiation hardness studies

Radiation damage in silicon sensors causes three types of effects:

1. decrease of the charge collection efficiency,

2. increase in leakage current, and

3. changes in the sensor doping profile, decreasing the effectiveness of the amplification
layer.

These three effects impact UFSDs in a different way than standard PiN diodes: (1) since the
sensitive region in a UFSD is thin, with an ⇡ 50 µm thick depletion region within a normal
300 µm thick wafer, the decrease of charge collection efficiency is moderate; (2) for the same
reason, the increase in leakage current is also moderate, however the current is multiplied by
the internal gain. The leakage current should be kept low to control both power consumption
and shot noise, so low temperature operation (⇡ �30 �C) is necessary for irradiated UFSDs.
The last point, (3) changes in the sensor doping profile, represents the most important aspect
for UFSD operation, as it directly impacts the gain mechanism. It will be explained in more
detail in this section.

It has been shown in previous studies [72–74] that neutron and charged hadron irradiation
reduces the gain in UFSDs. This effect is caused by the initial acceptor removal mechanism that
progressively deactivates the acceptors forming the gain layer. The effects of initial acceptor
removal on the silicon bulk was first measured in standard boron-doped silicon sensors more
than 20 years ago [75]. In addition, irradiation causes the creation of acceptor-like defects due

⟹ ETL sensor{
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Radiation hardness
Radiation damage on silicon sensors:

• decrease in charge collection efficiency;


• increase in leakage current;


• change of doping profile


Several irradiation campaigns conducted

Different doping profiles and ion implants tested in gain layer

• a moderate level of carbon implant is beneficial in slowing down removal of initial acceptors 


The loss in gain for radiation damage is 
compensated by gradually increasing the 
bias voltage

• ⟹ very different bias evolution in time for low 

|η| and high |η| regions

9
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Table 3.1: Summary of the measured c(rA(0)) for proton and neutron irradiations. The last two
columns show the NIEL factors calculated from these measurements.

c(rA(0)) for: KIT IRRAD JSI KIT/JSI IRRAD/JSI
p, 23 MeV p, 23 GeV n Expected Expected

NIEL = 2 - 3 NIEL = 0.4 - 0.6
Sensor [cm2] [cm2] [cm2] Measured NIEL Measured NIEL

FBK UFSD2 B+C 7.8 3.3 2.1 3.7 1.6
FBK UFSD2 B 16.6 6.5 5.4 3.1 1.2

FBK UFSD3 B LD + C 6.5 1.56 4.2

Figure 3.9: Gain as a function of bias voltage for different neutron fluences for sensors manu-
factured by CNM, HPK, and FBK. The dashed line in each plot shows gain = 10.

Figure 3.10: Bias voltage required to maintain a gain of 10 as a function of fluence for sensors
from HPK, CNM, and FBK. The dotted lines on the plot show the parametrizations used in the
calculations for the power consumption.

doping. Figure 3.9 shows the evolution of the gain value as a function of bias voltage at dif-
ferent fluences for HPK, CNM, and FBK. In each plot, a dashed black line indicates gain = 10.
Figure 3.10 shows the bias voltage required to maintain a gain of 10 as a function of fluence
for sensors from HPK, CNM, and FBK. Interestingly, sensors from HPK and CNM present the
same dependence, while FBK sensors, given the lower values of c(rA(0)) from the presence of
carbon, can obtain a gain of 10 at a lower bias as a function of fluence. The studies performed
so far indicate that all vendors can successfully manufacture sensors able to deliver a gain of at
least 10 up to the end of the CMS HL-LHC lifetime.

}⟹ thin sensor: 50 μm active thickness
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Time resolution
Main contributions to time resolution in UFSD:

• jitter (σjitter) from readout electronics: decreases for higher gain


• Landau noise (σLandau) from non-uniformity in ionisation process: ~constant with gain


Shot noise due to leakage current is kept low by operating sensors at low T (~–30º C)

Timing performance evaluated with dedicated very low noise electronics 


Sensor time resolution of 30-40 ps can be achieved 
up to 1.5 × 1015 neq/cm2
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Figure 3.19: Variation of the jitter and total time resolution as a function of the UFSD gain, as
measured on a Hamamatsu 50 µm thick UFSD sensor [65]. The jitter term decreases with gain
while the total time resolution flattens around st = 30 ps.

3.2.4.6 Time resolution

The time resolutions achieved in the development phase of ETL are due to a combination of
good sensor performance and very good read-out electronics. The front-end electronics used
in laboratory studies and beam tests is custom made, using a very low-noise design based on
a Si-Ge frontend, and is operated without a power limitation. Consequently, these results are
considered a measurement of the intrinsic time resolution of the sensors. A description of the
front-end electronics is provided in Refs. [66, 90]. As explained in Eq. 3.1, non-uniform charge
deposition determines the intrinsic time resolution; this limit is a function of the sensor thick-
ness and is about st ⇡ 25 ps for 50 µm thick sensors [65]. The results shown in Fig. 3.19 [71]
illustrate the behaviour of the UFSD time resolution as a function of gain. The total time res-
olution decreases with increasing gain and then saturates when the jitter component becomes
smaller than the intrinsic time resolution. The plot also shows that the time resolution at dif-
ferent temperatures depends only on the gain value; for equal gain the same time resolution is
achieved, regardless of the temperature. The gain increases at low temperature as the electron
mean free path increases, roughly doubling between +20 �C and �20 �C.

The evolution of the time resolution as a function of neutron and proton irradiation for HPK
and FBK sensors has been examined in Refs. [84–86]. These studies are consistent in demon-
strating that UFSDs maintain a time resolution below 40 ps up to fluences of 1.5 ⇥ 1015 neq/cm2.
Figure 3.20 shows in the right panel a summary of the time resolution studies on the second
FBK production (UFSD2) [91], while the left panel shows a summary for the HPK production.
The time resolution for both families of sensors is measured to remain in the interval st =
30–40 ps throughout the HL-LHC lifetime, and to moderately degrade to st = 40–50 ps at a
fluence of 3 ⇥ 1015 neq/cm2, which is beyond the maximum fluence, with safety factor, shown
in Table 1.3.
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Figure 3.20: Time resolution as a function of bias voltage at different fluences. The left plot
shows the performance of HPK sensors, while the right plot shows the performance of the FBK
sensors.

Figure 3.21: Illustration of the time resolution dependence on gain, where the contributions
from the jitter and the sensor constant term are combined.

The fluence dependence of the time resolution arises from the combination of these sensor ef-
fects and the ASIC contributions. The sensor contributions satisfy the specification of < 50 ps
required with two ETL layers even at the highest fluences. For the ASIC contribution, the dom-
inant fluence dependence is from the jitter term (see Eq. 3.1). That jitter contribution depends
on the size of the LGAD signal, which is set by the gain, and its risetime, which is set by the
thickness of the depletion region. The total resolution follows the behavior sketched in Fig. 3.21
which illustrates the behavior seen in the measurements of Fig. 3.19. At lower gain values, the
signal derivative is small, and the jitter term dominates, while for larger signals obtained with
higher gain the time resolution is dominated by the Landau fluctuations in the sensor. For a
given gain, and hence signal size, the jitter is determined by the electronic noise of the ASIC.
As illustrated in Fig. 3.9, experience with irradiated prototype LGADs indicates that a gain
exceeding ten, which corresponds to signal sizes of about 5 fC, can be achieved with fluences
corresponding to the maximum expected in the HL-LHC. Based on this, we use that signal size
and gain, Gmin = 10, as the target for the optimization of performance vs power in the ASIC
design, as discussed in detail in Section 3.3.

sensor constant term

jitter

Rept.Prog.Phys. 81 (2018) 2, 026101

https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1361-6633/aa94d3
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Fill factor and efficiency
Because of JTE, a no-gain area is present between pads

• Measured with laser test bench and on test beam


• Several designs with various interpad distance tested


• No-gain gap of 50 μm achievable


Geometrical inefficiency also at sensor edges

• in current designs, 300-500 μm


Resulting fill factor: ~90%


Uniform efficiency > 99% observed at test beam

• preserved after 6.4 × 1014 neq/cm2 irradiation
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Figure 3.15: Left: Amplitude of the signals recorded on two adjacent pads while moving a
small laser spot from one pad to the next one. The distance computed at the 50% amplitude
point measures the no-gain distance. Right: The value of fill factor for a 1.3 ⇥ 1.3 mm2 pad as a
function of the no-gain distance.

Table 3.3: Summary of no-gain distances achieved for sensors from CNM, FBK, and HPK.
Foundries No-gain distance [µm] Comments

CNM 100 The latest production with smaller dis-
tances has very high leakage current and
cannot be used. A new production is ex-
pected in August 2019

FBK 40, 70 In the latest production much smaller dis-
tances were attempted but the sensors go
into early breakdown. A dedicated new
production is expected in April 2019.

HPK 75, 90, 135 Even the shortest separation works well,
most likely HPK can obtain even smaller
distances.

dedicated production by FBK focused on interpad design is planned in the second half of 2019.
From these measurements and our present understanding of UFSD designs, a no-gain distance
of about 50 µm is an achievable target, yielding a fill factor of about 92%.

The second important contributor to the fill factor is the space from the last pad to the physical
edge of the sensor. Since two sensors will be placed side by side on a module, this contributes
to the inactive area in a module. Currently produced designs have distances between 300 and
500 µm. Assuming a 500 µm distance, this corresponds to a 2.5% loss of coverage.

The sum of the no-gain area and the edge area combine to a total fill factor of about 90%.

3.2.4.2 Wafer uniformity and quality of multi-pad sensors

In a single 6” wafer there will be 12 sensors, 21.2 ⇥ 42 mm2, each with 512 pads, as shown in
Fig. 3.6. In the last round of sensor productions, each of the foundries has produced several
multipad sensors to test production uniformity. The layout of the structures produced for these
tests are shown in Fig. 3.16, with 1.3 ⇥ 2.5 cm2 sensors, each with 96 pads, and 0.65 ⇥ 0.65 cm2

sensors, each with 25 pads. These sensors represent an important R&D step toward the up-
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Figure 3.14: Schematic representation of the charge carrier drift lines for a standard silicon
sensor (left) and for an UFSD (right).

• Gain and Noise: an excellent time resolution can only be achieved by the electronics
if the sensors provide large signals, requiring high gain and low noise.

• Long term stability: the stability may be affected by annealing effects. It is important
to assure that the UFSD design is not sensitive to this effect.

• Failure modes: the high bias voltage needed to recover the gain might lead to detec-
tor damage. Stringent operational procedures need to be followed to avoid damage.

• Time resolution: the time resolution achieved with custom, low-noise front-end
boards provides a measure of the sensors’ capabilities in near ideal conditions.

In the past few years several UFSD productions have been manufactured by CNM, FBK and
HPK to optimize these aspects, in the following a brief summary is presented.

3.2.4.1 Fill Factor

The main component determining the fill factor is the no-gain space between pads. As shown
in Fig. 3.14 (left), in standard planar silicon detectors the fill factor is almost 100% since the
electric field lines are always closing on the electrodes. This remains true in the UFSD design,
Fig. 3.14 (right), but not all electric field lines cross the gain layer; in the volume where this
happens, the signal is still present but without gain. This effect is caused by the junction ter-
mination extension (JTE), which is an n-doped deep well. CNM, FBK and HPK have produced
structures with different interpad distances and widths of the isolation p-stop implants, aimed
at maximizing the fill factor while keeping good isolation between pads.

The no-gain separation has been measured in beam tests at FNAL [82] and in laboratory bench
tests [83]. In the laboratory tests, specially designed UFSD structures having a small region
without metal traces from one pad to the neighboring one were used in conjunction with a laser
set-up mounted on a precision x � y table. In a simplified view, the amplitude of the signals
measured on a pad as a function of the laser spot position is a sigmoidal function obtained
by the convolution of a step function (gain – no gain) with a Gaussian function from the laser
beam spot size. The distance between the 50% amplitude points is the length of the no-gain
region. The left side of Fig. 3.15 shows this measurement for an FBK design, where the no-gain
distance was measured to be 38.3 µm.

The right side of Fig. 3.15 reports the fill factor as a function of the no-gain distance for a
1.3 ⇥ 1.3 mm2 pad. Table 3.3 shows the current results for pads that are working well. FBK has
tried smaller distances (below 30 µm), however the sensors suffered from early breakdown. A
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Figure 3.17: Map of bias current in a HPK 4x24 pad sensor running just below the breakdown
voltage. The leakage current is low in the entire sensor, while 2 pads show a larger but still
acceptable current. One pad (white) has a current below the detection threshold of the set-up.
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Figure 3.18: Efficiency of a 16-pad FBK sensor measured in an FNAL beam test with 120 GeV
protons.

3.2.4.3 Hit efficiency and signal uniformity

The single hit efficiency and the amplitude uniformity of single and multi-pad 50 µm thick
UFSD sensors have been measured during the 2017 and 2018 beam tests at FNAL using a
120 GeV proton beam [82]. The uniformity of the CNM and HPK sensor response in pulse
height before irradiation was found to have a 2% spread and the efficiency was found to be
100%. Uniform signal detection efficiency of 100% was also observed on all sensors after a flu-
ence of 6 ⇥ 1014 neq/cm2. One interesting effect that has been measured in these beam tests is
a higher signal amplitude in regions where the pad is covered with metal compared to where
the pad is not covered with metal. This effect has been seen in sensors from all manufacturers,
and its reason is not yet understood. To avoid this problem, the pads will be fully covered by
metal in all future productions. The efficiency of multi-pad sensors has also been measured in
the FNAL beam test, as shown in Fig. 3.18, finding almost 100% efficiency throughout the full
sensor.
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Front-end electronics
Readout ASIC: ETROC

• 16 × 16 pad array ⟹ 2 chips per sensor (bump-

bonded)


• Performs signal pre-amplification, discrimination 
and time digitisation


• 65 nm technology


Target time resolution (mainly jitter from 
preamplifier and discriminator): < 40 ps

• ⟹ total time resolution per hit: 50 ps


Time determination based on fixed threshold with 
leading-edge + time-over-threshold measurement

Waveform sampling capability on a limited subsample 
of pads

12
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Hit
BufferTDC

DAC

PreAmp

charge injection

Bump Pad 

TOA
TOT
CAL

Waveform
Sampler

In-pixel
Readout

Clock Gen Command
Decoder

Pixel matrix 16 X 16

I2CGlobal
Readout

Figure 3.22: A schematic of the ETL ASIC, showing the blocks within each channel of the
16 ⇥ 16 pixel matrix and also the peripheral blocks at the bottom.

1. the intrinsic LGAD contribution due to Landau fluctuation of the charge deposition of a
MIP;

2. the jitter due to the preamplifier and discriminator stage;

3. the TDC time quantization bin size and clock distribution within chip;

4. the residual of the time-walk correction;

5. system level clock distribution.

Among them, items (2), (3), and (4) are the contributions from the ASIC. The LGAD contribu-
tion is known to be about 30 ps, while the system level clock distribution will be designed to be
precise to better than 15 ps. Within the ASIC, the TDC measurement is expected to contribute
less than 10 ps, as is the residual contribution from the time-walk after correction. This means
that the jitter from the preamplifier/discriminator has to be kept below 40 ps. This should be
achieved with reasonable power consumption and signal efficiency, and maintained even after
irradiation.

A summary of the ETROC requirements is shown in Table 3.5.

3.3.1.2 Methodology to approach the design challenges

The challenge of designing the ASIC, while optimizing its performance and that of the sensor
together as a unit, is approached in several design stages. The first stage has two components:
1) using the test beam data taken on LGAD sensors with an external preamplifier read out by
an oscilloscope to study different timing measurement algorithms; and 2) using detailed LGAD
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Figure 3.49: Layout of a clock distribution for the 16⇥16 pixel cell matrix, each 1.3⇥1.3 mm2

size, using metal layer 6. The clock is distributed starting from the center of the south edge of
the chip to each of the 256 pixel elements through a four stage H-tree structure. The first stage
is located at the center of the chip. The clock signal frequency is 320 MHz with 10% rise and
fall time.

Figure 3.50: Internal clock signals at different stages. Top is the input clock signal, followed by
the signal at the input of the next four stages, and the bottom signal is the output at the final
destination.

3.3.8 Level-1 Buffer and data readout

Figure 3.51 shows the top level block diagram for data readout. At the bottom of the matrix
a frame builder block receives data from each column and sorts out and assembles data with

Precision clock 
distribution network


(320 MHz)
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ETL modules
“Building blocks" of disks

• Subassembly: sensor + 2 ETROCs


• Two-sensor / one-sensor modules


• AIN baseplate for cooling


Staggered module and service lines on 
opposite sides of disk

13
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3.4 ETL modules
3.4.1 Module design

The ETL modules are built from sub-assemblies containing a single sensor that is bump bonded
to two ETROCs. Each sensor contains a 16 ⇥ 32 array of pads of size 1.3 ⇥ 1.3 mm2, shown
in Fig. 3.6. With the guard ring structures and bias ring, the dimensions of the sensor are
21.2 ⇥ 42.0 mm2. The ETROCs, each of dimension 22.3 ⇥ 20.8 mm2, are placed such that the
short edge of each ETROC is oriented along the long edge of the sensor. The ETROCs extend
over the long edge of the sensor, forming a “balcony” with wire-bond pads for the input and
output signals and for power connections. Figure 3.57 shows the final assembled ETL modules,
together with an exploded view of the module parts. In the majority of modules, two sub-
assemblies are glued to an Aluminum Nitride (AlN) substrate, shown in Fig. 3.57 (left). This
AlN baseplate provides a cooling path with a thermal expansion coefficient closely matched to
that of silicon. A thermally conductive film is glued to the bottom side of the AlN baseplate.
The lower surface of the film will not be sticky to allow replacement of modules after mounting
on the cooling plate. Flex circuits laminated to each edge of the AlN substrate provide electrical
connections to service hybrids that are described in Section 3.4.4. The sensor bias voltage is
provided by wire bonds between pads on the flex circuit and the contact on top of the sensor.
A second AlN plate is fixed atop this structure to protect the sensors. A U-shaped cutout in that
AlN plate in the location where the bias-voltage wire bond is placed is visible in Fig. 3.57. The
resulting “AlN sandwich” assemblies are rugged structures that are easy to handle during the
assembly steps and installation. In addition to these two-sensor modules, a small number of
single sensor modules, shown in Fig. 3.57 (right), will be assembled to increase coverage near
the edges of the cooling disks.

Figure 3.57: The two-sensor and one-sensor modules. Shown are views of the assembled mod-
ules (top), and the details of the module parts (bottom).
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Figure 3.61: A drawing of the ETL support disks with modules and service hybrids (shown in
orange). The channels for routing services, i.e., cables and fibers, over the top of the modules
are indicated by black arrows.

Figure 3.62: (Top) Exploded views of the service hybrid showing its various components. The
legend is shared among the two figures. (Bottom left) Service hybrid mounted between two
modules, with the power board visible on top, and (bottom right) the service hybrid showing
the readout board and components exposed.

through DC-DC converters, which regulate the output voltage and deliver the required power
to the ETROCs, the slow control adapter (SCA) chip [109], lpGBT, and VTRx+. Both 2.5 and
1.2 V outputs are provided by the DC-DC converters. The DC-DC converters are based on
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Data acquisition

14
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Figure 3.64: Overview of the ETL detector focusing on the data path. The diagram shows the
signal flow from the LGAD sensors through the ETROC chips, the data transmission through
the readout board of the service hybrid, the connection to the central DAQ via bidirectional
links, and the connection to the DAQ and TTC Hub (DTH).

each readout board includes a bidirectional optical link using an lpGBT coupled to an SCA.
The SCA includes a multiplexed ADC with 31 inputs that is used to transmit the monitoring
information of environmental parameters (temperatures, voltages, etc.).

Each lpGBT is connected through E-link electrical lines and flex circuit connectors to the mod-
ules. Data to and from the back-end electronics are received and transmitted via optical fibers
through the VTRx+ optoelectronics transceivers. The number of ETROCs per lpGBT is varied
as a function of position on the cooling disk to maximize use of the lpGBT bandwidth, which
will require two different size service hybrids. A detailed discussion of data rates used as an
input for this optimization is provided in Section 3.5.

Prototyping of the service hybrids will start with simple non-functional versions used to test
the mechanical and thermal performance together with similar module prototypes in 2019-
2020. The first functional prototypes will be tested with ETROC1 based prototype modules in
fall 2020, and used for early system tests. The second prototype, based on a fully-functional
service hybrid design, is planned for fall 2021, where it will be used for full system tests using
ETROC2 based modules. The schedule and milestones for this prototyping plan are shown in
Sec. 6.2.2.

3.5 Data path and rates
The schematic of the data path in the ETL is shown in Fig. 3.64. Data paths are implemented
over the lpGBT and VTRx+, which runs bi-directionally between the detector and the DAQ
boards. The data from each ETROC is transmitted by E-links to lpGBT’s mounted on the service
hybrids and then sent serially over optical fibers by the VTRx+ chips to ATCA-based back-end
electronics boards. The fast and slow controls plus clock are sent to the ETL via optical links.
Figure 3.65 shows the block diagram of the data path architecture of one ETL module, including
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Figure 3.66: (Left) Occupancy distributions in the innermost and outermost radius ETROCs.
(Right) Occupancy as a function of radius; the error bars show the r.m.s.

sensor.

The data are stored in the ETROC buffer waiting for the reception of a synchronous Level-1 Ac-
cept, for a maximum latency of 12.8 µs. Once the Level-1 Accept is received, a Fast Control sig-
nal is sent to all ETROCs connected to the lpGBT, and data are transmitted to the lpGBT via elec-
trical links. Channels that do not have significant charge deposition will be zero-suppressed.
Further details on the data architecture are presented in Section 3.3.

The data format for a single hit transmitted from the ASIC is described in Fig. 3.54. These data
are transmitted over the output data E-link from each ASIC at up to 320 Mbs. They are routed
on the service hybrids to an lpGBT where up to 24 E-links are combined into a single uplink at
either 5.12 or 10.24 Gbs, as shown schematically in Fig. 3.65.

A study of the occupancy of each ASIC has been performed to determine the maximum number
of ASICs per lpGBT compatible with the individual E-link capacity and the combined lpGBT
capacity. This study used 200 pileup interactions merged with a tt̄ event. The tt̄ event is in-
cluded to emulate the potentially higher occupancy in L1-triggered events, but it is found to
make a negligble contribution to the overall occupancy. Figure 3.66 shows the distributions
of the hit occupancy for ETROCs at the highest and lowest rapidity (on the left), and the hit
occupancy as a function of ETL radius (on the right).

The lpGBT bandwidth capacity per E-link and the maximum number of E-links can be selected
to be 160/320/640 Mbs and 28/14/7 E-links per lpGBT, respectively, when using FEC5 error
correction in 5.12 Gbs low-power mode. A throughput of 160 Mbs for one ETROC corresponds
to an average of 5 hits per event, which is a 2% occupancy. For all but the highest h region,
the average occupancies are well below that limit, which allows a configuration with up to
the maximum number of 28 ETROCs per lpGBT in the majority of the detector regions. For
those regions of the detector, we use 24 ETROCs, as was shown schematically in Fig. 3.64.
At higher h, the occupancies are closer to the 160 Mbs limit, and the number of ETROCs per
lpGBT is reduced to 12 by using half-sized service hybrids. These smaller boards service up
to 6 sensors, rather than 12, and have 5 DC-DC converters rather than the 9 for the full-sized
boards that were shown in Fig. 3.63. The placement of the full- and half-sized service hybrids
on the cooling disk is shown in Fig. 3.67.

The readout data rate per lpGBT, with this combination of either 12 or 24 ETROCs, is shown
in Fig. 3.68. For all cases, the data rate is well within the 5.12 Gbs bandwidth capacity in low
power mode. The number of lpGBTs needed per wedge is 100. All wedges are identical, apart
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Figure 3.67: Layout of the modules and service hybrids on an ETL wedge, showing the place-
ment on the front and back faces (right and left images), where the left image is viewed facing
toward the IP and the right image is viewed facing away from the IP. The full-sized service
hybrids are shown in orange and the half-sized service hybrids are shown in red. The LGAD
sensors, shown as the gray rectangles, are assembled as either 1-sensor or 2-sensor modules, as
described in Section 3.4. Examples of 1-sensor modules are seen at the edges of the front face,
while 2-sensor modules are used to cover the central region.
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Figure 3.68: Distributions of readout data rate obtained by merging of the innermost 12 E-links
and the outermost 24 E-links.

from rotations, so a total of 1600 lpGBTs are needed for the 4 wedges per disk, and 2 disks per
z-side. These calculations leave headroom in case of higher occupancies, particularly given the
option of using the higher power 10.24 Gbs mode for the highest h regions.

The number of each type of component, from LGAD sensors to lpGBTs, is listed in Table 3.8.

Optical fibers:

LHC clock, 

fast controls, 
slow controls, 

data

ETROC occupancy vs. radius

Readout rate

Max L1 trigger latency: 12.8 μs

Half size (12 ETROCs) in high occupancy regions
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Outlook
The MIP Timing Detector is the youngest of CMS detectors proposed for Phase 2

• Technical Design Report just approved


Unprecedented size and scope for a timing detector

• instrumental in overcoming pileup levels at HL-LHC


• ETL is the first large-scale application of UFSD technology


Essential ETL timeline:

• Sensor design choice: Q3 2021


• ETROC final design: Q4 2022


• Start of module assembly: Q4 2023


• Start of module integration: Q2 2024


• Installation in CMS: Q2 2025

15
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Gain uniformity
Gain uniformity indirectly evaluated by measuring leakage current in pads


Pads not connected to ground show a decrease in breakdown voltage, which can be 
significant (up to 250 V). Effect being addressed with vendors.

17
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Figure 3.17: Map of bias current in a HPK 4x24 pad sensor running just below the breakdown
voltage. The leakage current is low in the entire sensor, while 2 pads show a larger but still
acceptable current. One pad (white) has a current below the detection threshold of the set-up.
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Figure 3.18: Efficiency of a 16-pad FBK sensor measured in an FNAL beam test with 120 GeV
protons.

3.2.4.3 Hit efficiency and signal uniformity

The single hit efficiency and the amplitude uniformity of single and multi-pad 50 µm thick
UFSD sensors have been measured during the 2017 and 2018 beam tests at FNAL using a
120 GeV proton beam [82]. The uniformity of the CNM and HPK sensor response in pulse
height before irradiation was found to have a 2% spread and the efficiency was found to be
100%. Uniform signal detection efficiency of 100% was also observed on all sensors after a flu-
ence of 6 ⇥ 1014 neq/cm2. One interesting effect that has been measured in these beam tests is
a higher signal amplitude in regions where the pad is covered with metal compared to where
the pad is not covered with metal. This effect has been seen in sensors from all manufacturers,
and its reason is not yet understood. To avoid this problem, the pads will be fully covered by
metal in all future productions. The efficiency of multi-pad sensors has also been measured in
the FNAL beam test, as shown in Fig. 3.18, finding almost 100% efficiency throughout the full
sensor.
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Figure 3.16: Layout of the sensors for the test of production uniformity and yield.

Table 3.4: Summary of the uniformity studies on the latest sensor productions.
Foundries Sensor type # Sensors tested # Warm pads # Bad pads Comments

FBK 4 ⇥ 24 pads 152 14 (0.1%) 0 bias = 100 V
FBK 5x5 pads 23 4 (0.7%) 0 bias = 300 V
HPK 4 ⇥ 24 pads 15 20 (1.3%) 0 bias = 250 V

coming production of full size ETL sensors and have allowed the evaluation of the uniformity
of large numbers of identical sensors on multiple wafers.

The test of production uniformity measures the current in each pad using a probe station in-
strumented with a multi-needle probe card to contact many pads at once, connected via a
switching matrix to a computer controlled IV measurement setup. Table 3.4 reports the results;
unfortunately the CNM production of large sensors suffered a delay and was not tested. The
uniformity of the leakage current is a direct measurement of the gain uniformity and of the
wafer quality. The sensor is required to have a leakage current smaller than 2 µA/mm2, and
the pad classification is the following:

• good: leakage current within 10 times the mode current,
• warm: leakage current above 10 times the mode current, and
• bad: the pad does not hold the bias voltage and causes the sensor to fail.

Figure 3.17 reports the leakage current measurement for a HPK 4x24 pad sensor: two pads
fall into the warm category, however they are functional and not problematic for the sensor
operation. Of the 16 HPK sensors tested, one sensor has a bad pad and it cannot be biased
above 30 V, but the sensor appears to be stained near that pad so it is not considered further. A
complete report on the FBK uniformity testing campaign performed on 20 wafers was reported
in Ref. [83].

These results demonstrate that FBK and HPK can reliably produce large multi-pad sensors with
very good overall uniformity. Two additional important aspects have been observed during
these tests. If not all pads in a sensor are connected to ground, the sensor breakdown voltage
decreases. For FBK sensors the decrease is significant, from 250 to 120 V. For HPK sensors
one production shows a decrease of about 80 V while a second set of wafers shows almost no
change, DV= 10 V. If a bad pad is left floating, the sensor is still functional. Both these aspects
will be addressed in the future productions and will influence the ETL sensor requirements.

Leakage current in sensor pads 

Leakage current in 6’’ wafer 
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Figure 3.67: Layout of the modules and service hybrids on an ETL wedge, showing the place-
ment on the front and back faces (right and left images), where the left image is viewed facing
toward the IP and the right image is viewed facing away from the IP. The full-sized service
hybrids are shown in orange and the half-sized service hybrids are shown in red. The LGAD
sensors, shown as the gray rectangles, are assembled as either 1-sensor or 2-sensor modules, as
described in Section 3.4. Examples of 1-sensor modules are seen at the edges of the front face,
while 2-sensor modules are used to cover the central region.
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Figure 3.68: Distributions of readout data rate obtained by merging of the innermost 12 E-links
and the outermost 24 E-links.

from rotations, so a total of 1600 lpGBTs are needed for the 4 wedges per disk, and 2 disks per
z-side. These calculations leave headroom in case of higher occupancies, particularly given the
option of using the higher power 10.24 Gbs mode for the highest h regions.

The number of each type of component, from LGAD sensors to lpGBTs, is listed in Table 3.8.

3.4. ETL modules 157

Figure 3.61: A drawing of the ETL support disks with modules and service hybrids (shown in
orange). The channels for routing services, i.e., cables and fibers, over the top of the modules
are indicated by black arrows.

Figure 3.62: (Top) Exploded views of the service hybrid showing its various components. The
legend is shared among the two figures. (Bottom left) Service hybrid mounted between two
modules, with the power board visible on top, and (bottom right) the service hybrid showing
the readout board and components exposed.

through DC-DC converters, which regulate the output voltage and deliver the required power
to the ETROCs, the slow control adapter (SCA) chip [109], lpGBT, and VTRx+. Both 2.5 and
1.2 V outputs are provided by the DC-DC converters. The DC-DC converters are based on
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Figure 3.63: Schematic representation of the power (top) and readout (bottom) boards. As
described in Section 3.5, a number of half-sized service hybrids are also used, these address
and power 12 ETROCs with 5 DC/DC converters, but have the same I/O services.

the bPOL12V and bPOL2V5, radiation-hard and magnetic field tolerant converters developed
for other detectors for CMS and ATLAS Phase-2 upgrades. Nine DC-DC converters would
be placed on the power board that serves 12 modules, in order to provide the required cur-
rent, while power boards that serve six modules will have five DC-DC converters. The use
of low-profile DC-DC converters, optimized for minimal thickness, allows placement of these
components within the service hybrid space. More details on the power distribution are given
in Section 3.8.1.

The schematic of the functionalities of the readout board is shown in Fig. 3.63 (bottom). The
bias voltage (BV) is distributed to the LGAD sensors through the readout board via the HV-
PP0 connector with a cable to the patch panel and off-detector power supplies. Since the total
fluence, and thus the required bias voltage, varies strongly along the radius of the ETL disk,
it is advantageous to be able to provide the bias voltage to modules with a finer granularity
near the inner radius than at the outer radius. To achieve this, the distribution is designed
to provide a separate bias voltage for each sensor, but it is expected that the same bias volt-
age will be supplied to groups of sensors at outer radii. The readout board also receives and
distributes the fast control signals (clock, Level-1 Accept, reset, bunch crossing count) and the
slow controls needed to configure the ETROC. It routes data and monitoring information from
the ETROCs to the backend DAQ located in the service cavern. To perform these functions,
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Cooling
ETL modules will be cooled by means of two-phase CO2 system

• Distribution through pipes running inside the Al support plate


• Nominal operating point: –35 ºC 
(max –25 ºC from simulation)
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Figure 3.82: Finite element model simulation of a section of the ETL support, displaying sensor
temperatures (top left), ETROC temperatures (top right), readout board temperatures (bottom
left) and power board temperatures (bottom right).

coefficient of 5000 W m�2 K�1 is assumed for the heat transfer from the cooling pipe inner wall
to the CO2. Most of the heat on the service hybrids is generated from the DC-DC converters, lo-
cated on the power board. Heat in the power board will conduct to the board’s underside, pass
downwards through the aluminum and film layers between the power and readout boards,
and conduct down through the thickness of the readout board into the aluminum support
wedges (Fig. 3.62).

Results of the FEA simulation are shown in Fig. 3.82 using the expected power consumption
listed in Table 3.11. The simulation verifies that the sensor temperature will be maintained
below �25 �C even at the hottest locations on the modules, and the ETROC temperatures are
similar. The readout board temperatures are typically less than �20 �C, while the power board
temperature is ⇡ �10 �C except for a region near the connector at the end where there is no heat
source but reduced thermal conductivity. Tests with a section of a cooling disk will be done in
mid-2020, using CO2 cooling and prototype modules, to validate the heat transfer model and
optimize the thermal aspects of the module design and cooling pipe routing.
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Figure 3.74: A cross-sectional view of an ETL wedge with modules and service hybrids
mounted, showing heights of individual components.

Table 3.9: Summary of the z-dimensions (thickness or height) of an ETL wedge with modules
and service hybrids mounted as shown in Fig. 3.74.

Component Thickness (mm) Total (mm)

disk
Al 0.81 ± 0.08

7.24 ± 0.16epoxy 0.08 ± 0.03
MIC6 Al 6.35 ± 0.13

hybrid

thermal pad 0.25 ± 0.05

5.85 ± 0.05readout board 1
flex/connector/stiffener 1.5
power board 3.1

module

thermal pad 0.25 ± 0.05

2.29 ± 0.09base AlN+epoxy 0.87 ± 0.04
LGAD+ROCs 0.58 ± 0.04
cover AlN+epoxy 0.59 ± 0.04

and its 90-degree rotations cover the full azimuth, as shown on the right side of Fig. 3.69. The
rows of modules run perpendicular to each other on the rear face of disk 1 and the forward
face of disk 2, as shown in Fig. 3.73. This configuration was chosen to ease the routing of the
cooling services, which do not have inlets and outlets evenly spaced in f; the 90-degree rotated
wedges distribute them evenly, avoiding congestion at around 3 and 9 o’clock positions, where
the density of services is the highest.

Figure 3.74 shows a cross-sectional view of an ETL wedge with modules and service hybrids
mounted. The dimensions of individual components are provided in the figure and summa-
rized in Table 3.9. Cabling and optical fibers will be routed on top of the module cover plates,
outward on each wedge, in the z-space between the tops of the modules and the service hy-
brids. The maximum extent in z, between the top of the service hybrids on each side of an
ETL wedge, is 18.9 ± 0.02 mm. For the two disks in an endcap, this requires 37.9 mm, which is
within the 45 mm space available.


